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ABSTRACT. This paper demonstrates the utility of satellite scatterometer measurements for wind
retrieval over the Great Lakes on a daily basis. We use data acquired by the SeaWinds Scatterometer on
the QuikSCAT (QSCAT) satellite launched in June 1999 to derive wind speeds and directions over the
lakes at a resolution of 12.5 km, which is two times finer than the QSCAT standard ocean wind product at
a resolution of 25 km. To evaluate QSCAT performance for high-resolution measurements of lake wind
vectors, we compare QSCAT results with Great Lakes Coastal Forecasting System (GLCFS) nowcast
wind fields and with standard QSCAT measurements of ocean wind vectors. Although the satellite results
over the Great Lakes are obtained with an ocean model function, QSCAT and GLCFS wind fields compare well together for low to moderate wind conditions (4–32 knots). For wind speed, the analysis shows
a correlation coefficient of 0.71, a bias of 2.6 knots in mean wind speed difference (nowcast wind is
lower) with a root-mean-square (rms) deviation of 3.8 knots. For wind direction, the correlation coefficient is 0.94 with a very small value of 1.3° in mean wind direction bias and an rms deviation of 38° for
all wind conditions. When excluding the low wind range of 4–12 knots, the rms deviation in wind direction reduces to 22°. Considering QSCAT requirements designed for ocean wind measurements and actual
evaluations of QSCAT performance over ocean, results for high-resolution lake wind vectors indicate that
QSCAT performs well over the Great Lakes. Moreover, we show that wind fields derived from satellite
scatterometer data before, during, and after a large storm in October 1999, with winds stronger than 50
knots, can monitor the storm development over large scales. The satellite results for storm monitoring are
consistent with GLCFS nowcast winds and lake buoy measurements. A geophysical model function can be
developed specifically for the Great Lakes using long-term data from satellite scatterometers, to derive
more accurate wind fields for operational applications as well as scientific studies.
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INTRODUCTION
The objective of this study is to investigate the
utility of satellite scatterometry for Great Lakes
wind field mapping with large spatial coverage and
high temporal resolution. The SeaWinds Scatterometer on the QuikSCAT Satellite has acquired data
continuously over the Great Lakes since July 1999,
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and future satellite scatterometers can extend the
dataset for long-term wind measurements.
Monitoring wind fields on a regional scale over
the Great Lakes is useful for marine resource management, lake fisheries and ecosystem studies, navigation hazard forecast, and as input data or
verification of interpolated and gridded wind fields
for hydrodynamic circulation and wave prediction
models. Storms with strong winds and high waves
over the Great Lakes can cause extensive flooding,
severe erosion, property damage, and loss of lives
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across vast regions (Gabriel et al. 1997, Lawrence
1995, Angel 1995, Khandekar and Swail 1995,
Shabica and Pranschke 1994, Kreutzwiser and
Gabriel 1992, Martner et al. 1992). The Great Lakes
have strong effects on passing cyclones and can accelerate and intensify the cyclones (DavidsonArnott and Fisher 1992) producing storm-force
winds with heavy precipitation (Miner et al. 2000).
Storm surges impact wetlands, tributaries, and estuaries (Bedford 1992) and episodic wind events,
causing resuspension and transport of sediments
and associated constituents, can exert major influences on ecosystems (Eadie et al. 2002 and 1996).
A small summer storm or wind event can disrupt
the development of several zooplankton populations in the Great Lakes ecosystem (Krieger and
Klarer 1991) or contribute to the development of a
plankton bloom (Lesht et al. 2002). According to
Schwab (1989), perhaps the most important input in
successful wave and storm surge hindcasting and
forecasting is an accurate specification of the wind
field. Furthermore, “not only does the accuracy of
the forecast wind field limit the accuracy of the
wave or storm surge forecast, but when inaccurate
hindcast wind fields are used for model calibration
and development, serious errors may become built
into the model and permanently degrade the accuracy of the model” (Schwab 1989).
While numerous surface stations measure winds
on land along the lakeshore and buoys measure
winds at several lake locations during ice-free
months, to date there is no systematic measurement
of high-resolution wind fields over all the lakes on
a daily basis. Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data
have been used to derive very high-resolution
winds (Fetterer et al. 1998, Horstmann et al. 2000,
Monaldo et al. 2001). However, the SAR inversion
of wind fields for both speed and direction has an
inherent problem of underdetermination (Portabella
et al. 2002) and end-to-end calibration of multibeam SARs is difficult and largely undemonstrated
(Beal 2000). Due to a limited swath width (e.g., 500
km for RADARSAT ScanSAR Wide A mode), a
SAR may cover a part of the Great Lakes in one
day and another part on a different day, and a daily
coverage of the entire Great Lakes (all five large
lakes) is not possible with any current satellite
SAR. Most importantly, no consistent and continuous time-series of SAR data have ever been ordered
nor collected to derive Great Lakes winds even on a
monthly basis let alone a weekly or daily basis, and
no operational U.S. satellite SAR mission has been
planned for wind measurements.
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In this paper, we demonstrate the use of satellite
scatterometry to monitor daily wind fields over all
Great Lakes. From satellite scatterometer data, we
derive surface wind vectors over the lakes as a special product with a resolution of 12.5 km compared
to the standard wind retrieval product at 25-km resolution. With the higher resolution, the special wind
field grid is sufficient to represent the wind field
over the Great Lakes. We verify the satellite results
from low wind to gale and storm-force conditions
with buoy data and with model nowcast wind results from the Great Lakes Coastal Forecasting System (GLCFS) run at the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Great Lakes
Environmental Research Laboratory (GLERL).
This is the first paper that presents such high-resolution wind fields derived from satellite radar (either SAR or scatterometer) data over the Great
Lakes (freshwater surface), as all previously published work is for the ocean surface (saline seawater). As benchmarks, we provide references on
various comparisons of ocean wind results to assess
the current performance of the scatterometer for
high-resolution measurements of Great Lakes wind
fields. Then, we discuss possible future improvements.
SCATTEROMETER MEASUREMENTS OF
WIND VECTOR
SeaWinds Scatterometer on QuikSCAT Satellite
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has a legacy of spaceborne Ku-band
scatterometers for ocean wind vector (both speed
and direction) measurements. The Seasat Scatterometer was launched in 1978, and the NASA
Scatterometer (NSCAT) was launched in 1996.
Seasat had a single-sided swath, and NSCAT had a
double-sided swath with variable incidence angles.
However, the most important limitation with these
scatterometers is that they only lasted for several
months. The European Remote Sensing Satellite Cband Scatterometers (ERS-1 and ERS-2 Scatterometers) can measure long-term ocean wind vectors
using a narrower single-sided swath; however, their
resolution of 50 km for 4 to 8 revisited measurements per month is too coarse and too infrequent to
be applicable to the Great Lakes.
On 19 June 1999, NASA launched the SeaWinds
Scatterometer (denoted hereon as QSCAT) on the
QuikSCAT satellite by a U.S. Air Force Titan II
launcher. The launch of QSCAT marked the beginning of the first multi-year time-series (currently
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going into the fifth year) dataset from a NASA Kuband scatterometer. The sensor operates at Ku band
(13.4 GHz), which can “see” through clouds and
darkness. QSCAT measures backscatter (σ 0) , a
quantity proportional to the ratio of received power
over transmitted power, using a dual-beam rotating
dish antenna. The antenna rotation makes conical
scans of the Earth’s surface with a swath of 1,800
km for the vertical polarization (V) on the outer
beam and a swath of 1,400 km for the horizontal
polarization (H) on the inner beam (Tsai et al.
2000). The larger swath covers 93% of the Earth in
1 day. Over the Great Lakes, QSCAT can provide a
full coverage daily and as much as two times per
day (~6 am and ~6 pm local time) over most of the
lakes.
QSCAT has a very high relative radiometric accuracy of 0.2 dB, and the constant incidence angles
of 46° (for H) and 54° (for V) enable simple and accurate measurements of wind speed and direction.
QSCAT was designed to measure ocean wind vectors with the accuracy requirement of rms 2 m/s
(3.9 knots) for the wind range of 3–20 m/s
(5.8–38.9 knots) or 10% for the wind range of
20–30 m/s (38.9–58.3 knots), and rms 20° for wind
directions over the wind range of 3–30 m/s
(5.8–58.3 knots) (Jet Propulsion Laboratory 2001).
These requirements are specified for a cell resolution of 25 km and no specification is listed for any
higher resolution (Jet Propulsion Laboratory 2001).
Relationship of Wind Vector and Backscatter
After obtaining measurements of normalized
radar backscattering cross section or backscatter
(σ0) the SeaWinds ground processing system uses
these measurements to estimate wind vector fields.
The relationship between wind and σ0 has been extensively studied (Schroeder et al. 1982, Jones et al.
1982, Wentz et al. 1984, Li et al. 1989, Nghiem et
al. 1997). The physical basis of this relationship is
the fact that the microwave signal transmitted from
the scatterometer interacts, mainly by the Bragg
scattering mechanism, with wind-generated shortscale gravity-capillary waves, so that backscatter
increases with increased wind speed (Plant 1986,
Donelan and Pierson 1987, Phillips 1988, Quilfen et
al. 1999). In particular for lake environments, a recent study in Lake Superior indicates that radar
backscatter can be dominated by scattering from
wind-driven capillary waves (Winstead et al. 2002).
The backscatter is sinusoidally modulated in azimuth by wind, and it peaks when the radar signal is

transmitted perpendicular to the wave fronts and
thus parallel to wind direction. There is a slight difference in the backscatter depending on whether the
wind is blowing toward or away from the sensor;
this is known as the upwind-downwind asymmetry.
This relationship allows a unique wind vector
(speed and direction) to be determined from
noise–free σ0 measurements provided that co-located and contemporaneous measurements are obtained from a combination of at least three different
polarizations and look directions.
Because of the complexities in oceanic and atmospheric interactions at the interface (Plant 1986,
Donelan and Pierson 1987, Phillips 1988, Nghiem
et al. 1997), the development of a quantitative theoretical model has proven difficult. For this reason,
empirical mappings from wind speed and direction
to σ0, in terms of a second harmonic function, have
been developed using scatterometer data and in-situ
wind measurements (Jones et al. 1982, Wentz and
Smith 1999). Such mapping is known as a geophysical model function (GMF). To date, several versions of GMF have been obtained for near-surface
wind retrieval over oceans. Although no GMF has
been developed specifically for lake environments,
we expect, to the first-order, a relationship between
backscatter (σ0), and lake wind vector to be similar
to an ocean GMF. This is because major differences
between lake and ocean environments are salinity
and fetch, which weakly affect backscatter on a
higher order (Donelan and Pierson 1987, Nghiem et
al. 1995, Nghiem et al. 1997).
Standard Wind Processing
The SeaWinds ground processing (SGP) system
makes use of an ocean GMF to estimate wind vector. Measured σ0 is inverted for wind speed and direction using a maximum likelihood estimation
approach. The result of this inversion is a set of
four or fewer ambiguous solutions for wind vector
(ambiguities) for each 25 km by 25 km grid location. Although QSCAT measurements satisfy the
theoretical conditions for determining a unique
wind vector for most of its swath wherever data
from both beams are available, the presence of
noise in each σ0 measurement leads to ambiguous
solutions. Ambiguous wind solutions have been reported for all spaceborne wind scatterometers employed to date. Information from neighboring grid
cells or external wind fields are incorporated to reduce this ambiguity. Usually there are one or two
ambiguities that are much more likely than the oth-
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ers. Nonetheless, it is necessary to employ an ambiguity removal algorithm.
The ambiguity removal algorithm used by SGP
has been optimized to limit the use of external wind
information to cases in which the instrument’s own
directional discrimination is inherently poor (i.e.,
low wind speeds and single beam regions in the
swath). An initial wind vector choice is made by a
process known as thresholded nudging (Stiles et al.
2002). First, the choice is narrowed to vectors
above a threshold likelihood value. Next, the closest of those vectors to a contemporaneous NCEP
(National Centers for Environmental Prediction) 1°
by 1° analysis field is chosen. A final unambiguous
wind field is determined by performing multi-pass
median filtering on the initialized wind field. During each pass, the median filter is applied to every
grid cell in the field. For each grid cell, the ambiguity closest to the median of its surrounding 7 by 7
neighborhood is chosen.
Another important component of SGP is the direction interval retrieval algorithm (DIR) (Stiles et
al. 2002). DIR was designed to improve directional
accuracy of QSCAT wind vectors for sub-optimal
viewing conditions. This is important because one
such sub-optimal viewing condition is the reduction
in measurements (increased noise) caused by binning the measurements on a finer grid. DIR is essential for obtaining accurate high-resolution wind
fields such as those needed over the Great Lakes.
DIR is complementary to ambiguity removal.
The latter addresses the problem of multiple peaks
in the directional probability density function. DIR
addresses the widening of those peaks under unfavorable conditions because of extra measurement
noise or poor viewing geometry. DIR involves two
modifications in wind retrieval. First, during maximum likelihood estimation (GMF inversion), a pair
of directional error bars is computed for each ambiguous wind vector solution. These error bars are
chosen so that the probability of the true direction
being within the error bars of one of the ambiguities
is 80%. Ambiguity removal is then performed in
the usual manner. The second DIR modification is
an additional median filtering step. Once final selected ambiguities have been chosen, median filtering is performed again to determine the best
direction within the pair of error bars associated
with the selected vectors. The error bars serve as
hard limits restricting the amount of directional adjustment. DIR solution vectors obtained at the end
of this process are stored in the QSCAT data product along with the selected ambiguities.
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DIR makes use of spatial information to improve
directional accuracy under unfavorable conditions.
The use of spatial information from the surrounding
neighbor pixels implies some degradation in resolution. However, regions with inherently good directional accuracy are not impacted. Such regions
yield tight directional error bars around each ambiguity, and thus leave little room for change in the
DIR processing. Even in cases where directional accuracy is initially poor, resolution degradation is
mediated in several ways. First, only the resolution
of directional information is impacted and high-resolution speed information is preserved. Second, the
median filtering algorithm is an edge preserving
method, so abrupt changes in direction along wide
fronts are maintained. Only impulse-like changes in
direction are lost in median filtering. In particular,
tight spiral structures may be degraded. The same
limitations are inherent in ambiguity removal itself.
Complete details of the wind retrieval algorithm
have been reported by Stiles et al. (2002).
High-Resolution Wind Processing
The wind retrieval methodology used to estimate
high-resolution (12.5 km) wind fields over the
Great Lakes differs from the standard approach in
two important ways. First, QSCAT range-compressed measurements (called slice data) with a
higher resolution of 7 km by 25 km are used rather
than the full antenna footprint of 25 km by 35 km
(called cell data). These high-resolution measurements are processed to obtain wind vectors on a
12.5-km wind field grid instead of the 25-km grid
produced by standard processing.
Second, less strict land contamination flagging is
applied so that any measurement with its centroid
over water is included in the wind retrieval processing. Although the more lenient land flagging leads
to noticeable land contamination in wind vectors
near the shorelines, it is necessary because the conservative standard land flagging (50 km away from
shore) only allows a limited number of wind vectors to be processed over the smaller lakes. On the
other hand, a low-resolution wind result is affected
when part of the 25 × 35-km footprint falls on land
in near-coast areas. A difference when using highresolution data is that the slice data may not fall on
land while another fraction or part of the cell data
may fall on land. Thus, the high-resolution data
have a lesser impact due to land effects and can be
used to obtain winds closer to land.
Slice data are noisier than the footprint measure-
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ments and have a variable signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) depending upon where they are located in
the antenna gain pattern. Binning them on a finer
grid increases the effective measurement noise associated with each retrieved wind vector. Because
of this increased noise, we report results for the
DIR solution vectors only. DIR dramatically improves the accuracy of the directions in the highresolution wind fields. It is especially important for
the mid-swath vectors, which have a combined
problem of poor viewing geometry and large (for
high resolution) measurement noise.
The wind-vector product derived from QSCAT
data has the advantage that it covers the Great
Lakes region well spatially and often (as much as
two times in every 24 hours) temporally. No other
measurement provides this information over the extensive spatial extent of the Great Lakes on a daily
basis. The increased resolution and more lenient
land flagging are necessary modifications to
achieve this result. The results are reasonably accurate as attested by comparisons with the GLCFS
nowcast wind fields and with buoy data, despite
limitations due to ocean GMF and near-shore contamination (to be addressed later in this paper).
GLCFS NOWCAST WIND FIELDS
The GLCFS run at NOAA GLERL produces
nowcast wind fields over the Great Lakes, which
can be used to compare with the satellite scatterometer results and to verify the wind vector measurements. We briefly review the method to calculate
nowcast winds in this section.
In order to calculate heat and momentum flux
fields over the water surface for the Great Lakes
Forecasting System lake circulation model (Schwab
and Bedford 1994), it is necessary to estimate wind
and temperature fields at model grid points. The
U.S. National Weather Service (NWS) and the
Canadian Atmospheric Environment Service (AES)
collect data from a network of various types of observation stations around the Great Lakes including
Coast Guard stations, Coastal Marine Automated
Network (CMAN) stations, National Data Buoy
Center (NDBC) weather buoys, ships of opportunity, and airports as well as other stations close
enough to the lakes to be considered “marine.”
Observations from land stations, lake buoys, and
ships form the basis for generating the needed gridded overlake wind and temperature fields. The use
of wind data from land stations necessitates a correction due to differences in frictional effects be-

tween land and water, and another correction factor
is applied to account for air-water temperature differences (Hubertz et al. 1991). The formulation to
account for these correction factors was derived by
Schwab and Morton (1984).
The initial implementation of GLCFS used either
a distance-weighted or nearest neighbor algorithm
to interpolate surface meteorological data to the
computational grids for the nowcast part of the system. Subsequently, a new geometrically-based technique has been adopted. This technique appears to
provide a more realistic representation of the twodimensional wind field than previous techniques
(Schwab et al. 1999). The approach is called “Natural Neighbor” interpolation and is based on the
Delaunay triangulation of the station observation
network as described by Sibson (1981) and by Watson (1994). The useful properties and advantageous
characteristics of the method include:
1. The original function values are recovered exactly at the reference points,
2. The interpolation is entirely local (every point
is only influenced by its natural neighbor
nodes), and
3. The derivatives of the interpolated function
are continuous everywhere except at the reference points.
According to Schwab et al. (1999), the first and
second properties are especially important for the
Great Lakes meteorological observation network, as
not every station is available at every hour, and
some stations (such as ships) appear only intermittently. Furthermore, this technique is also advantageous for interpolating data fields for which the
spatial autocorrelation function is not well known,
such as hourly wind fields.
COMPARISONS WITH
GLCFS NOWCAST WIND FIELDS
Collocated and Contemporaneous QSCAT and
GLCFS Nowcast Wind Fields
To demonstrate the capability of satellite scatterometry for daily large-scale measurements of
lake wind fields, we compare QSCAT wind results
with GLCFS nowcast wind fields. The QSCAT
high-resolution wind processor produces wind vectors in zonal (u) and meridional (v) components in
meters per second (m/s) for each wind vector cell in
each orbit pass. The QSCAT wind speed is referenced to the height of 10 m, and it is the neutral
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wind defined as the equivalent wind obtained with
the stress and roughness length consistent with the
atmospheric stratification when the stability adjustment is set to zero (Liu and Tang 1996). The
GLCFS reports hourly nowcast wind direction in
degrees and wind speed (also neutral wind at 10-m
height) in knots. The nowcast wind field is interpolated over different grids with different grid density
for different lakes: 15 km for Lake Superior and
Lake Michigan, 10 km for Lake Ontario, and 5 km
for Lake Huron and Lake Erie (the Lake Ontario
grid was changed to 5 km on 14 October 2000).
To compare these results, we change QSCAT
wind speed into knots (1 m/s = 1.9425 knots) and
wind direction into degrees. This is because the
GLCFS derived wind speeds are in knots and the
final product for wind mapping is intended for distribution using standard operational units (e.g.,
knots for wind speed). We use the meteorological
wind convention in which wind direction is defined
as the direction from which the wind blows with respect to true North, clockwise, in degrees from 0 to
360.
The next step is to collocate QSCAT and nowcast
wind in time and in space. First, we define a regular
grid of 0.25° resolution in the geographic projection
(0.25° in latitude and longitude). We bin QSCAT
wind results into this grid for each orbit. Then, we
select nowcast wind results closest in time (within
half an hour) and bin them into the same grid. For
each nowcast wind vector in a given pixel in the
regular geographic grid, we select the QSCAT wind
vector located at the closest distance. We require
that the closest distance between QSCAT and nowcast data within the same lake to be less than 12
km. Furthermore, we eliminate any QSCAT wind
result located within 25 km from shore to avoid
QSCAT measurements that are strongly affected by
land contamination, allowing a fair comparison between QSCAT and GLCFS nowcast wind results.
In the comparison of wind directions, we define
the wind-direction difference as ∆φ = φQ – φN where
φQ is the QSCAT wind direction and φN is the nowcast wind direction. There is a wrap-around problem in the wind comparison. For example, if φQ =
359° and φN = 1° then ∆φ = 358°. This value of ∆φ
is numerically large; however, there is actually only
a 2° difference in the wind directions. In fact, the
possible largest difference between the wind directions in the opposite direction of ∆φ = ±180°. To
obtain a consistent comparison of wind directions,
we wrap the result by adding or subtracting 360° to
or from ∆φ if ∆φ is less than –180° or larger than
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+180°, respectively. Note that this operation is invariant because a wind direction does not change if
it is turned around by ±360°.
We use the above approach to obtain collocated
(in space) and contemporaneous (in time) QSCAT
and nowcast wind-vector pairs to be compared. An
advantage of this approach is that different grids,
resolutions, and times of QSCAT and nowcast results can be accounted for with a single simple and
effective computer code for all lakes. In the following sections, we present the comparison first for
winds from light to moderate speeds, and then for a
case of high winds before, during, and after a
storm. These cases will demonstrate QSCAT’s capability to measure winds over a wide range of surface conditions.
Light to Moderate Wind Range
During the time period from 1 to 20 October
2000, winds over the Great Lakes varied from very
low winds (less than 4 knots) to moderately high
winds (more than 32 knots). During this time,
QSCAT completed 278 orbit revolutions from revolution number 6689 to 6966. Out of these orbits, 50
revolutions covered the Great Lakes. We derive
wind vectors for each orbit swath over the lakes
separately, and we do not combine data from different ascending and descending orbits to obtain the
wind results.
Figure 1 presents scatter plots to compare collocated and contemporaneous QSCAT and GLCFS
nowcast wind speed (upper panel) and wind direction (lower panel). We do not include winds below
4 knots because there is no requirement for QSCAT
wind measurements in this low wind range. The
continuous lines represent the linear regression, and
the dashed lines are for the perfect fit. For all wind
conditions over the Great Lakes during the 20-day
period, QSCAT wind speed has a mean value of
15.1 knots with a standard deviation of 5.5 knots
(representing the range of wind speed), while nowcast wind speed has a mean of 12.5 knots and a deviation of 4.3 knots. The linear regression analysis
of QSCAT and nowcast wind speeds yields a regression coefficient of 0.920 (slope) with a small
standard error of 0.005, and a regression constant
(interception) of 3.65 knots with a standard error of
0.061 knots. The correlation coefficient between the
wind speeds is 0.71. For all wind directions, the
QSCAT mean value is 213° with a standard deviation of 109°, which compare well with 212° for the
nowcast mean direction with a deviation of 101°.
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FIG. 2. Wind speed and wind direction differences between QSCAT and GLCFS results
(QSCAT value–GLCFS value). Circles are for
averaged values (bias between QSCAT and
GLCFS), upper and lower bars for root-meansquared deviations (rms error), and upper and
lower triangles for maximum and minimum values (full range of difference).
FIG. 1. Scatter plots of QSCAT and GLERL/
GLCFS nowcast wind speeds and wind directions
showing mean, standard deviation (in parentheses), and correlation coefficient.
The linear regression analysis shows an excellent fit
between QSCAT and nowcast wind directions as indicated by a regression coefficient of 1.01 with a
standard error of 0.002 and a regression constant of
–0.7° with a standard error of 0.5°. The high value
of 0.94 for the correlation coefficient confirms the
excellent comparison of the wind directions.
Furthermore, we compare QSCAT and GLCFS
results in terms of their differences in wind speeds
and directions over different wind ranges as shown
in Figure 2. The upper panel is for the comparison
of wind speed, and the lower panel is for wind direction. The black circles represent averaged values, the upper and lower bars are for rms deviations
(error bars), and the upper and lower triangles cover
all values from maximum to minimum. The wind
speed range is denoted along the lower horizontal
axis, and the number of data points in each wind

range is listed along the top horizontal axis in Figure 2. The upper panel in Figure 2 shows positive
differences between QSCAT and nowcast wind
speeds between 2.2 and 3.2 knots for different wind
ranges, and an overall difference of 2.6 knots for all
wind ranges from 4 to 36 knots. This result shows
that there is a positive bias between QSCAT and
GLCFS nowcast wind speeds (lower than the
QSCAT values). The rms deviation ranges between
3.5 to 5.6 knots with the overall rms deviation of
3.8 knots for all of the wind ranges.
In order to evaluate the land contamination effects that may contribute to the bias in QSCAT
wind speeds, we re-analyze the comparison between QSCAT and GLCFS winds by taking QSCAT
data at least 50 km away from land. The results
show very little change in the bias with a reduction
of 0.4 knot (0.2 m/s) in the overall bias. However,
the changes in bias are not uniform and can be
larger for higher winds: 0.76 knot for the wind
range of 20–28 knots, 0.29 knot for 12–20 knots,
and 0.52 knot for 4–12 knots. Because (1) land effects should have a larger impact at lower winds
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and (2) the change in the overall bias between 50km and 25-km offshore wind speeds is small and
well within the statistical uncertainty, it is likely
that the bias over the various range of wind speeds
is contributed to by other factors (e.g., effect of lake
and ocean drag coefficients to be presented later),
although land effects may remain important at low
winds.
The lower panel in Figure 2 reveals an excellent
comparison for wind directions with bias values between –8.8° and 2.4° for different ranges of wind
speed. The overall average difference of 1.3° indicates that there is practically no bias in wind direction between QSCAT and GLCFS results. In terms
of the rms deviation, the overall value for all of the
wind ranges including low wind cases (4-12 knots
consisting of 47% of all data used in Figures 1 and
2) is 38°. When we exclude the low winds, the rms
deviation in wind direction significantly improves
to 22°. This large reduction in the rms deviation indicates that high-resolution backscatter measurements (slice data) are too noisy to accurately
retrieve wind direction at low winds.
With regards to the requirements for ocean wind
measurements at the low resolution for which
QSCAT is designed, the above results for lake wind
speed (rms 3.8 knots) are quite consistent with the
QSCAT requirement of rms 3.9 knots. This is remarkable given that: (1) we use an ocean GMF for
lake environments, (2) we use high-resolution slice
data, and (3) there are uncertainties in GLCFS nowcast winds. For wind directions, except at the lowwind range, the rms deviation of 22° is close to the
QSCAT requirement of 20°. As a benchmark in assessing the performance of the QSCAT lake-wind
measurements, we compare our results with a recently published evaluation of QSCAT ocean wind
using buoy data (Ebuchi et al. 2002). QSCAT ocean
winds in Level 2B (L2B) data have an rms deviation of 2 knots in wind speed and 23° in wind directions with respect to buoy measurements for winds
from 6 to 46 knots (Ebuchi et al. 2002). Although
the averaged speed bias for the ocean winds is
small, the bias values are non-uniform and can be
larger than +2 knots for low and high winds and
negative for moderate winds (Ebuchi et al. 2002).
Thus, except for the constant bias in lake wind
speed (to be discussed in a later section), QSCAT
performs well in measuring high-resolution wind
vectors over the Great Lakes.
In Ebuchi et al.’s (2002) evaluation of QSCAT
ocean winds, they selected only offshore buoys in
deep water. Another factor affecting the comparison
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is due to shallow water and complex near-shore
boundary conditions in addition to land-contamination effects. A comparison with buoys located at
100 km, 55 km, and 20 km offshore shows QSCAT
low-resolution ocean wind measurements degrade
quickly as the distance from shore becomes shorter,
with the correlation coefficient decreasing from
0.89 to 0.56 and the rms error increasing from 4.3
knots to 7.8 knots in just the meridional wind component (Chao et al. 2003).
With the use of estimated wind directions, ocean
wind results from ERS-1 SAR data, compared to
buoy data, show biases ranging from 2.9 to 3.7
knots with rms deviation from 4.1 to 4.7 knots depending on different model functions (Fetterer et al.
1998). Note that ERS-1 SAR has small incidence
angles (around 23°) where backscatter from the
ocean surface is typically high; however, the small
swath width (about 100 km) only covers a small
section of the Great Lakes in any single orbit.
RADARSAT-1 Scan SAR modes have a larger
swath (400–500 km) which can cover a larger portion of the Great Lakes; however, the RADARSAT
range of incidence angles is large and backscatter
falls off precipitously at large incidence angles, especially for the horizontal polarization (Tsang et al.
1985) resulting in very noisy measurements. Compared to buoy measurements, RADARSAT ocean
wind speed results have mean differences ranging
from –3.1 knots to 4.1 knots with standard deviation from 4.5 knots to 6.0 knots for various fixed
wind directions (Monaldo et al. 2001). Thus, SAR
can be used to obtain wind speeds when a very high
resolution (100 m) is required. If a frequent coverage over the large-scale Great Lakes and accuracy
of wind vector measurements are necessary, a satellite scatterometer is a better choice.
A Storm with High Winds over the Great Lakes
We present wind vectors over all Great Lakes on
21, 22, and 24 October 1999 corresponding to conditions before, during, and after a storm with wind
speed higher than 50 knots (according to QSCAT
wind) and significant wave height larger than 20
feet. This high wind speed is classified in the wind
range of 10 Beaufort (the strongest level is 12 for
hurricane) on the Beaufort Wind Scale.
Figures 3, 4, and 5 (for 21, 22, and 24 October
1999) present the wind field mapping from QSCAT
measurements together with the corresponding
GLCFS nowcast results. QSCAT wind vectors are
mapped over the Great Lakes using u and v compo-
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nents in m/s over all wind vector cells in each orbit
(the orbit revolution number is shown on top of
each QSCAT wind map). QSCAT wind vectors are
represented with arrows colored in a rainbow scale
from blue to red for wind speeds from 10 to 40
knots (~5 to 20 m/s). In Figures 3, 4, and 5, GLERL
nowcast wind fields are thinned and are presented
on a 30-km grid for Lake Superior and Lake Michigan, and 20-km grid for the other lakes. These wind
maps are for a general synoptic comparison of
QSCAT and GLCFS winds; quantitative results are
shown in Figure 6.
Before the storm (Fig. 3), the lake wind field
measured by QSCAT shows light to moderate wind
conditions in general agreement with nowcast results. During the storm (Fig. 4), QSCAT measurements reveal strong winds corresponding to the
storm conditions. In this case, the QSCAT wind pattern indicates strong winds over central Lake Superior and central Lake Michigan. The QSCAT
pattern also shows stronger winds over Lake Erie
compared to those over Lake Huron and Lake Ontario. These QSCAT results are consistent with the
corresponding nowcast wind fields during the
storm. After the storm (Fig. 5), the wind subsided
resulting in lower winds over Lake Superior and
Lake Michigan compared to those on the other
three lakes as observed in both QSCAT and nowcast wind fields. These results indicate that QSCAT
has the capability to monitor storms over the Great
Lakes.
To obtain a quantitative comparison between
QSCAT and GLCFS nowcast results, we carry out
an analysis similar to that presented in the previous
section. Figure 6 consists of scatter plots for wind
speed (upper panel) and wind direction (lower
panel). Data points are plotted in blue, red, and
green for the cases before, during, and after the
storm, respectively. For the wind speed comparison,
QSCAT results show 21.5 knots for mean wind
speed with a standard deviation of 6.8 knots (for all
QSCAT wind speeds) compared to 17.5 knots for
the nowcast mean value with a deviation of 6.1
knots (for all GLCFS wind speeds). The regression
coefficient for wind speed is 0.82, the regression
constant is 7.2 knots, and the correlation coefficient
is 0.73. For wind directions, QSCAT is in fair
agreement with nowcast results as seen in the lower
panel of Figure 6. The correlation coefficient for
wind direction is 0.87, and the mean direction is
291° with a similar standard deviation for both
QSCAT and nowcast results. The comparison over
different ranges of wind speed is shown in Figure 7

for both wind speed difference (upper panel) and
wind direction difference (lower panel). The overall
average bias is 4.0 knots for wind speed (nowcast
result is lower) with an rms deviation of 4.7 knots,
and a negligible bias of –0.4° for wind direction
with an rms deviation of 17°. Owing to the limited
data in these three orbits, the analysis for the
QSCAT and GLCFS wind vector comparison yields
results not as statistically good as those from the 50
orbits for the case of light to moderate winds presented in the last section.
GLCFS nowcast wind fields are derived from
measurements at stations on land together with data
from CMAN stations and buoys in the lakes, and
thus nowcast winds are expected to be consistent
with these measurements at the station or buoy locations. As a simple check for both nowcast and
QSCAT results during the storm, we extract data
from the National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) for
buoy 45004 located in Lake Superior at 47.65°N
and 86.55°W (East Northeast of Hancock, Michigan, USA). This is a 3-m discus buoy where wind
speed and direction are measured by an anemometer at 5-m height. Figure 8 presents the buoy wind
speed (left panel) and significant wave height (right
panel) measured in October 1999. At this buoy, the
wind peaked at a maximum value of 37.7 knots on
23 October 1999 when the air temperature was
4.5°C and water temperature was 6.6°C. This is a
slightly unstable condition with z0/L = –0.398 (z0 is
the roughness scale, and L is the Monin-Obukhov
length) and corresponds to a neutral wind speed of
40.9 knots at 10-m height derived from the formulation by Large and Pond (1981) for ocean momentum flux measurements. For the three cases
corresponding to the conditions before, during, and
after the storm in Figures 3, 4, and 5, Table 1 compares wind speed (translated to neutral wind at 10m height) and wind direction results from buoy
45004, QSCAT, and GLCFS. Note that the GLCFS
nowcast wind speed and direction results do not exactly match up with the buoy measurements because the grid-point location and the time of the
nowcast operational product are not exactly the
same as the location and time of the buoy data.
The above results for strong winds in the range of
36–44 knots (gale and strong gale force) show that
QSCAT can measure wind speed with a bias of 2.1
knots and rms deviation of 4.5 knots, and wind direction with a bias of –10° and rms deviation of
22°. For winds around 42 knots, results for low-resolution ocean winds have a 6.4-knot bias and 7.8knot rms deviation in wind speed, and 30° bias and
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FIG. 3. Wind field over the Great Lakes on 21 October 1999 before the storm. The upper
panel is for QSCAT vector wind results (standard output in m/s for wind speed), and the
lower panel is for GLERL/GLCFS results (operational output in knots, 1 m/s = 1.9425
knots).
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FIG. 4. Wind field over the Great Lakes on 22 October 1999 during the storm. The upper
panel is for QSCAT vector wind results (standard output in m/s for wind speed), and the
lower panel is for GLERL/GLCFS results (operational output in knots, 1 m/s = 1.9425
knots).

Satellite Measurements of Great Lakes Wind Fields

FIG. 5. Wind field over the Great Lakes on 24 October 1999 after the storm. The upper
panel is for QSCAT vector wind results (standard output in m/s for wind speed), and the
lower panel is for GLERL/GLCFS results (operational output in knots, 1 m/s = 1.9425
knots).
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FIG. 6. Scatter plots of QSCAT and GLERL/
GLCFS nowcast wind speeds and wind directions
for cases before (blue dots), during (red dots), and
after (green dots) a storm in October 1999.

14° rms deviation in wind direction (Ebuchi et al.
2002). Thus, for gales and strong gales, QSCAT
performs relatively well in measuring high-resolution wind vectors over the Great Lakes. For all
winds from gale force and stronger, 32-year wind
statistics over the Great Lakes (MacLaren
Plansearch Limited 1991) show only 3% in the
range of 50–55 knots (strong gale to storm) and
1.7% stronger than 55 knots (violent storm to hurricane). Unlike over open ocean, hurricane-force
winds occur extremely rarely over the Great Lakes.
In a 1913 storm, one of the greatest to hit the Great
Lakes, winds at 35–53 knots were recorded at the
base of Lake Huron and 40–62 knots near Detroit.
QSCAT backscatter is sensitive to winds up to 97
knots and the GMF is being improved for strong
ocean wind measurements (Yueh et al. 2001). Nevertheless, a lake GMF needs to be developed such

FIG. 7. Wind speed and wind direction differences between QSCAT and GLCFS nowcast
results (QSCAT value–GLCFS value) over different wind ranges before, during, and after a storm
in October 1999. Circles are for averaged values
(bias between QSCAT and GLCFS), upper and
lower bars for root-mean-squared deviations (rms
error), and upper and lower triangles for maximum and minimum values (full range of difference).

FIG. 8. Measurements by NDBC Buoy 45004
located in Lake Superior: (a) Left panel for wind
speed at 5-m height, and (b) right panel for significant wave height.
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TABLE. 1. Comparison of wind speed and wind direction results from buoy
45004, GLCFS, and QSCAT before (21 October), during (22 October), and after (24
October) a storm.
Date
21 October 1999
22 October 1999
24 October 1999

Buoy
15.5 kts, 235°
34.5 kts, 323°
16.4 kts, 299°

that it is useful for strong wind measurements over
the Great Lakes. Good lake-wind measurements
should include the range of 18–50 knots to be applicable to the NOAA National Weather Service
(NWS) criteria for advisories and warning on the
Great Lakes: 18–33 knots for small craft advisory,
34–47 knots for gale warning, and ≥48 knots for
storm warning (National Weather Service 1999).
DISCUSSION
Satellite Wind Field Product
There are operational applications as well as scientific studies that require wind vector mapping
over the Great Lakes. Near real-time wind information and short-term wind forecasts are important for
commercial ship navigation and for U. S. Coast
Guard icebreaking operations. Storm surges occur
over the Great Lakes primarily due to extra-tropical
cyclones or winter storms with high winds that can
be intensified and cause severe and extensive damage (Danard et al. 2003). Thus, lake wind data are
essential for hazard assessment and mitigation. The
GLFS lake circulation model (Schwab and Bedford
1994) requires wind and temperature fields at
model grid points to compute heat and momentum
flux. The number of climate stations is not sufficient to provide long-term quality wind speed data
to determine spatial lake effects to study Great
Lakes impacts on regional climate (Scott and Huff
1996). Because of the wide range of applications of
Great Lakes wind data, users from different agencies, organizations, and research institutes are expected. Potential users include the U.S. Coast
Guard, the National Weather Service, the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, shipping and fishing industries, universities, and national laboratories.
For operational purposes, we have produced a
prototype product of wind field derived from
QSCAT data over the Great Lakes as shown in Figure 9. Such a wind product can be developed and
automated in the future for distribution to users on
the Internet via web sites such as the Great Lakes

GLCFS
12.7 kts, 231°
31.8 kts, 329°
16.4 kts, 318°

QSCAT
14.6 kts, 237°
36.3 kts, 330°
15.5 kts, 324°

CoastWatch node operated and maintained at
GLERL, and then for archiving for future long-term
scientific studies. In the wind product shown in Figure 9, colors represent the wind speed, and each full
barb on the wind vectors denotes 10 knots. To show
QSCAT results over all Great Lakes, we need to
thin the actual wind array by a factor of 2 in the linear dimension or equivalently by a factor of 4 in
two-dimensional space to avoid an overly dense
number of wind barbs. A partition of the results in
small regional sections for each lake can present the
full-resolution wind-vector mapping in detail. For
the particular example in Figure 9, all wind vectors
were measured by a single sweep along orbit revolution number 1779 corresponding to the storm
condition on 22 October 1999. With wide swaths,
QSCAT can cover the Great Lakes up to two times
per day. QSCAT has been acquiring global data including the Great Lakes continuously since 1999
and is going into the fifth year of data collection.
Together with future scatterometers, the datasets
can potentially provide long-term time-series of
consistently calibrated wind fields over the Great
Lakes.
Future Improvements
To improve the accuracy of QSCAT wind vectors
over the Great Lakes, a GMF can be developed
specifically for lake environments and better land
contamination flagging can be applied. Currently,
we use a GMF derived for ocean conditions to retrieve wind vectors over the fresh-water surface of
the Great Lakes. Such a GMF may not be optimal
for lake-wind applications, and an appropriate geophysical model function needs to be developed for
lake surfaces. The land contamination problem can
be addressed by either computing more accurate
measurement boundaries in order to identify the
measurements that are truly contaminated, or by developing a procedure to identify contaminated wind
vectors after retrieval.
As seen in the above analysis, there is a bias between QSCAT wind speed based on the ocean GMF
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FIG. 9.

Prototype of wind vector product for the Great Lakes derived from QSCAT data.

and GLCFS nowcast result based on marine observation data. One can tune the QSCAT result by empirically modifying the GMF (which is actually also
an empirical function) to absorb the bias in the
tuned GMF. This approach may reduce the differences, however, it does not provide a physical explanation for the wind speed bias. An approach
presented by Colton et al. (1995) is to account for
the difference in the drag coefficients between the
lake and ocean environments. For the same friction
velocity, lake neutral wind can be related to ocean
neutral wind by the relationship (Colton et al.
1995):
UN_Lake(10m) =
[CDN_Sea / CDN_Lake]1/2 UN_Sea(10m)

where CDN_Lake and CDN_Sea are the drag coefficients, and UN_Lake(10m) and UN_Sea(10m) are the
neutral wind speeds at 10-m height for lake and
ocean, respectively. Colton et al. (1995) present expressions for lake drag coefficients for different finite values of fetch. They also report ocean drag
coefficients over a range of stability conditions corresponding to different wave age and wave steepness associated with short fetch. Their results
indicate that the drag coefficient on the lake has a
steeper slope as a function of wind speed, and lake
neutral wind speed is lower than that of the oceanic
counterpart at the same friction velocity. This explains why an ocean GMF may overestimate lake
winds causing a positive bias in the QSCAT results.
However, the effect on the overall bias is complex
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and is dependent on different values of fetch and
wind speed distribution statistics over different
lakes. Colton et al.’s relationship can be implemented in the QSCAT high-resolution lake-wind retrieval processor to translate ocean winds to lake
winds to improve the QSCAT results. Nevertheless,
direct measurements (both satellite and in situ surface data) over the Great Lakes should be used to
develop a new GMF, specifically for lake environments including strong winds that can improve the
accuracy of the wind retrieval from satellite scatterometer data. Long-term QSCAT data and the
presence of a large amount of co-located in-situ observations should facilitate the development of a
Great Lakes GMF.
A possible approach to improve Great Lakes
wind mapping is that QSCAT wind fields obtained
with a Great Lakes GMF are assimilated or
blended, together with point measurements from
land stations and lake buoys, into a regional-scale
Great Lakes model, such as the GLCFS, to produce
an optimized nowcast wind product. Because the
current GLCFS can take input wind data at different
location, time, and grid size, it is already suitable to
ingest QSCAT winds into the nowcast model. There
is a two-fold advantage to this approach: (1) effects
of land contamination can be limited by weighting
more on shore-station measurements, and (2) offshore wind measurements by the scatterometer can
better represent wind fields over large lake areas,
especially over open surface water during winter
when buoys are retrieved and ship data are not
available. Furthermore, the optimal wind fields can
be used in the GLCFS for better wind forecast. The
next generation of advanced satellite scatterometers
should have a resolution between 4 and 10 km to
measure more detailed patterns of wind fields over
the Great Lakes while land-contamination effects
can be significantly reduced.
Furthermore, rain and ice are factors that need to
be accounted for in wind retrieval. A method for
rain detection and flagging has been developed and
applied to low-resolution ocean wind retrieval
(Huddleston and Stiles 2000, Stiles and Yueh
2002). By examining co-locations of the Special
Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) rain-rate measurements with QSCAT data over open water surfaces, we find that rain rate greater than 2 mm/hour
occurs in only 2% of QSCAT wind vector cells at
25-km resolution. Such rain rates can significantly
impact QSCAT backscatter for ocean winds up to
20 knots (Stiles and Yueh 2002). A method for
high-resolution rain detection needs to be devel-
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oped for application to high-resolution lake-wind
retrieval. For Great Lakes ice mapping, we have developed a scatterometer algorithm and verified the
results using field observations and in-situ measurements along the U.S. Coast Guard icebreaker Mackinaw ship tracks during the Great Lakes Winter
Experiment in 2003 (Nghiem and Leshkevich
2003). Thus, a comprehensive result will be a composite product that maps daily wind, rain, and ice
information over the Great Lakes (depending on the
season) throughout the year.
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